
SONGS OF THE KWAKIUTL INDIANS

FRANZ BOAS.

The following pages contain a few songs which I collected among the Kwakiutl Indians
of Vancouver Island B. C. The songs refer to a variety of subjects and have been selected
for the purpose of illustrating the scope and character of the poetry and music of the
;ribe. The tunes of the songs were recorded by M. JoHN C. FILLMORE and myself indepen-
dently. On the whole our renderings of the music agree. closely. Differences between our
versions will be found recorded in footnotes to the songs. Mr. FILLMORE’S records were
üöbtained from phonographic cylinders while mine were written down from the singing of
the Indians themselves.

IL. CHILDRENS SONGS.

1. A Boy’s Song.

sung while the child is being rocked on the knee.
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In the seventh and tenth bars of the 2nd line etc. Mr. FILLMORE has FF Evidently the repeated

3 sharp which is sung on a weak syllable disappeared on the phonograph. His tune closes with a repe-

tition of the first line while I heard lines 2-5 sung in the same manner, Line 6 is spoken. Line 2 of the
following text was dictated to me after I had recorded the song in which it had been omitted.

The vowels have their continental sounds: *
4 = aw in law

 3a = ein hell
i= iin ill
83 = ein German haben

I. A. f, E. IX. Suppl.
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Gu.. Wisalen wi - sal - ne yaa he. 2. Anqgoaxlatso wWE-Loxda dl - telga yaxoxde tsin tsina nam-
3 . mei-lelga yaxoa ta - ts’edagam
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